
aishiaa: rubs my hands together ok wheres that damn bull lol 
1stSPS: oh oh 

BT588: lmao 
1stSPS: passes aish some leather gloves 
aishiaa: leans over and whispers where its head should be ...be gentle im fragile 

BT588: lmaooo 
1stSPS: lol 
BT588: the head is at both ends aish 

BT588: lol 
1stSPS: helps you up on the bull 
aishiaa: slips the gloves on gives a hop and tightens my thighs around the cold steel 
between my legs 
BT588: lol 

aishiaa: lol bt 
D r a z: smiles seeing aishiaa on the bull 
D r a z: do you want the controls Tim? 

aishiaa: wraps the rope around my hand clamping around it and winks at d 
b ettena: * dims the house lights....turns on three spot lights....and starts the video feed *  
1stSPS: no she have my head if i throw her off 
tracyb22: wooohooo and says a silent prayer for the bull. giggles 
1stSPS: lol 
1stSPS: she will 
aishiaa: lol baby 
D r a z: slips the stetson on aishs head amd wals back  to the controls  
tracyb22: Tim come on now its aish. if anything that bull will come to life and get the hell 

out of LAB saying f all of you lmao. 
1stSPS: lol right 
D r a z:  turns the bull on and swings it slowly to the right 90 degress 

Gabriela92: Poor thing will probably end up a pile of hamburger. 
aishiaa: raising one hand in the air arching my back places my feet against its shoulders 

then back to its rear as we start 
aishiaa: lol gabsssssssssssss 
1stSPS: get you arm up behind you hon 

tracyb22: lol gabi. 
trisha_29: covers my eyes...i cant be witness to this....lol 
tracyb22: am thinking it will be parts of hot dogs lmao. 

aishiaa: when was the last time u rode anything with w horn hun lol 
tracyb22: lol trish. 
D r a z:  drops the bulls head down as it comes back ..........turning speed up ......... rears up 

its head as it swings left  
1stSPS: i have ridden them 
tracyb22: pssst aish Tim said this morning lol. 

Gabriela92: do motorcycles count? 
trisha_29: pssst tim...its not nice to call your ex a bull! 
tracyb22: it was when Tim was holding onto aish lmao. 

aishiaa: wraps my legs around its neck and hangs on 
1stSPS: wrap your hand in the rope 

D r a z:  swinghs the bull round  180 degress and bucks its rear end up 3 times  as it  drives 
round and back 

aishiaa:   u riding this or am i 

trisha_29: lol  
1stSPS: ill shut up 

Gabriela92: smart man, Tim. 
trisha_29: tim is gonna have a horn up his butt by time aish gets done...lol 
sweet_rodeo_girl: tosses my hat at sps let aishiaa ride  

aishiaa: spins around hair flting around and screams hey baby this could be you 
yeeeeehawwwwwwwwwwwwwww 



i_am_maddy: lol 
tracyb22: see there are those horns and Tim obeys immediately. surprised he didnt give a 

yes dear lmao 
D r a z:   grisn at aishiaa .and speed s the bull up ..with its head dipping and rearing up as it 
swing round first right then left] 

1stSPS: yes but dont foget to wave the stetson 
tracyb22: lmao amen trish. 
1stSPS: yes dear 
aishiaa: rips off the bulls balls and throws them at tim 
tracyb22: giggles at Tm. 

D r a z:  jerking  the bull up and down as it bucks its rear end up 
trisha_29: lmao 
sweet_rodeo_girl: whistles for aishiaa  

tracyb22: see lmao 
1stSPS: wow you have a long reach baby 
BT588: man! 

tracyb22: poor bull. smh. 
D r a z:  swing ing the bull firts right 180 degrees and then back frioon ,,then right 90 
degress and bucking the back end all the time  

tracyb22: looks at the bull. he is begging for some kind of help lol. 
aishiaa: stands on the bull and jumps off onto tim now baby see wht ya made me do lol 
aishiaa: hahaha tracyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

1stSPS: catches you in my arms 
1stSPS: yes it was a ploy to get you to jump in my arms 
1stSPS: lol 
aishiaa: lollllllllllll 
tracyb22: might as well let the bull go over to the slaughter house. 
Gabriela92: Sees hydraulic fluid pouring out of the bottom of the bull where his ball 

(bearings) were pulled off. 
1stSPS: lmao 

aishiaa: hahah gabsssssssssssssss 
D r a z:      slows the bull to a stand still .,.............aishiaa beats  the bull  
aishiaa: omg lol 

tracyb22: lol gabi. 
D r a z: laffs gabri 
aishiaa: yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhh meeeeeeeeeeeee 

aishiaa: next i beat is u hun lol 
D r a z:  does an emergency fix 
BT588: uhhhohhh 

1stSPS: she should have beat the bull he pulled his balls off 
tracyb22: slows to a stand still the poor lil bull is down on his knees lil a whipped into 
shape slave. 

Gabriela92: <<< punches "1-800-FIX-A-BULL" into my phone. 
1stSPS: she 
tracyb22: saying Mistress Aish what can i do to fix this shit lmao. 

aishiaa: hahaha 
aishiaa: omg lol 

1stSPS: heres the roll of duct tape hon.. tape his jewels back on 
Gabriela92: Actually, I guess Aish already "fixed" him... we need "repair", not "fix" 
aishiaa: runs my hnd up along ur thigh hey baby lol u skeered 

aishiaa: brb\ 
BT588: dammmm 
sweet_rodeo_girl: poor bull he lost his balls 

1stSPS: no im just not getting behind a  pissed off bull 
Gabriela92: hears the bull screaming, "This is ballshit!!!!" 
D r a z: laffssss 

tracyb22: lmao gabi 



dirtyrpgirl: jumps on the stage............................. 
dirtyrpgirl: bouncing on each foot...............then skips to the pole...................... 

johnp64: waiting to see what dirty's gonna do next 
D r a z: watches  dirty asshe slides tio the pole  
dirtyrpgirl: my li ii iii iii fe................... 

dirtyrpgirl: my right hand on the pole as i skip in a tight circle to it..round and 
round.............shaking my hiney as i move 
dirtyrpgirl: the tight black jean skirt clinging to my body..........showing the curve of my 

butt.......................... 
dirtyrpgirl: slowing down and putting both hands to the pole.............arching 

back.................the white blouse half unbuttoned................ 
Gabriela92: mmm.... 
dirtyrpgirl: swaying my long hair behind me..............swaying my body to the left.....to the 

right..................... 
D r a z:  watches  dirty  as she plays the pole   ,..... 
dirtyrpgirl: as i jump up and kicks my legs out and clamps them to the pole......spining 

around and around as i climb to the top 
dirtyrpgirl: the back of my white lace panties hanging out from under the 
skirt................................. 

D r a z: smiles at dirty  ...........as she teases the pole  
dirtyrpgirl: leaning out..stretching my long legs out behind me as i put my left elbow into 
my side...and spin 

blonde_genius: slips in behind tracy just to make everyone talk and wonder....lol 
Gabriela92: hops up next to Tracy and watches, too. 
Gabriela92: looks over Tracy's shoulder at BG and smiles. 

tracyb22: smiles over back over shoulder at blonde. 
dirtyrpgirl: loving feeling the air on my inner thighs.......................the crotch of the panties 
and the curve of my butt showing under the sirt as i slowl spin around 

dirtyrpgirl: sliding down lower and lower with each revolution...................... 
dirtyrpgirl: till my backside gently stops on the stage as i lean to the pole..........my arms 

high above my head...............the hem of the skirt above my hips as i bump my butt up 
and down to the floor to the beat................... 
johnp64: and the beat speeds up 

D r a z: watches dirty move to the beat of  the tune  
dirtyrpgirl: kicking my sandals off and watching as they slide across the 
stage....................dropping my legs flat to the stage as i open them........leaning and 

bending at my hips...............stretching my arms out between my legs.............my cheeks 
bouncing on the floor 
dirtyrpgirl: slapping my hand to the stage......asi lift up slowly and sing....................fire it 

up.......................... 
D r a z:  woo hoo  dirty ........whoa whoa fire it  up  
dirtyrpgirl: laying back on my back.....kicking my legs n the air......my hair on the 

stage..................bouncing my legfs open and closed as i scissor them to the 
beat................. 
tracyb22: smiles watching sissy. 

Gabriela92: very nice, Dirty 
dirtyrpgirl: rolling my hands on the blouse and popping the rest of the buttons......the white 

lace bra exposing as the blouse opens........................... 
Gabriela92: oh, wowwwwwww..... 
dirtyrpgirl: putting my feet to the floor...................and slows down with the tune 

Maxillary_Nerve: smirks as we watch  
Gabriela92: here we go... wind it up, Dirty!!!! 
dirtyrpgirl: jumps up.....................and rips my blouse off ................................................. 

johnp64: woo hoo, yelling and whistling 
Gabriela92: yeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeehhhhhhhhaaaaaaaaaaa 
dirtyrpgirl: spinning it around my head.....................shaking my hips left to 

right..................................... 



D r a z: winks at dirty   alafrickinbama   
dirtyrpgirl: my legs wide open in stannce 

dirtyrpgirl: alafrickknbama 
dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 
dirtyrpgirl: bama 

D r a z: alafrickibnbama # 
johnp64: roll tide 
Maxillary_Nerve: smacks trisha's ass... go.  

dirtyrpgirl: unzips the back of the skirt...................................and dhimmies the skirt 
down..............bending at my hips as my hair hangs in my hair.....then bra tight  

dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 
trisha_29: laughs 
dirtyrpgirl: alafricknbama 

D r a z: sings  along watching dirty  dance  ................alafrickinbama   
dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 
dirtyrpgirl: bama 

D r a z: alafrickingbama................................. 
dirtyrpgirl: kicking ogg the skirt as i dance in my bra and panties.......shimmie down to the 
tune then jumps up 

dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 
dirtyrpgirl: alafrickninbama 
dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 

dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 
D r a z: woo hoo allafrickin bama  
dirtyrpgirl: bama 

dirtyrpgirl: omg..laughs.....and turns with my butt facinf the crowd.............. 
D r a z:  left left eft  right left 
dirtyrpgirl: bending over .left.left.left right left......on my ass 

dirtyrpgirl: bending with my hair on the floor as i look through my long legs 
D r a z:  winks back at dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: running my hand to the back of my panties as i let my arm snake back 
inbetween my legs 
Maxillary_Nerve: grins as i check the local lighting  

dirtyrpgirl: winks @ Draz............smiles 
D r a z: woo hoo.......that  bonka donk 
dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my hands down to my ankles.................................and shaking my ass in 

my panties 
D r a z: lafsf as iwatch that shaking butt 
Gabriela92: mmmm, Dirty.... 

dirtyrpgirl: gyrating my shoulders and ass 
dirtyrpgirl: letting my hands roll up the back of my legs as i stay bent over.............. 
dirtyrpgirl: then slaps my ass.......hard................... 

Gabriela92: follows the hands 
johnp64: like donky kong 
Gabriela92: jumps at the slaps 

dirtyrpgirl: stands up...legs spread as i look over my shoulder 
D r a z: its for the badonka donk 

dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my sides from each side........then turns as i rub my 
breasts.....................then bows 
Gabriela92: awesome, Dirty!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: bending over i grab my clothes..and blow kisses to everyone as i skip to the 
front of the stage 
D r a z: woo hoooooooooooo dirty  

Gabriela92: claps enthusiastically 
D r a z: stands and applauds dity 
johnp64: clap, clap, clap, raise some hell 



dirtyrpgirl: then skipping to the back curtain in my bra and panties..........................waving 
as i hold my clothes 

D r a z:  think that raised more than hell 
johnp64: encore, encore 
dirtyrpgirl: giggles Draz 

Gabriela92: temperatures and... I'm sure, other things. 
D r a z: whistles 

 

dirtyrpgirl: oh shit ...runs and jumps back on the front of the stage 
dirtyrpgirl: my hands on my hips.......my blouse open as i scream .................................i am a 

red neck woman !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
dirtyrpgirl: swaying my hips to the beat 
johnp64: wooo hoooo 

dirtyrpgirl: one hand on my hip.the other in the air 
dirtyrpgirl: hell yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
johnp64: get that woman a drink 

dirtyrpgirl: and still look sexyyyyyyyyyyyy 
dirtyrpgirl: my right foot bucking up and down as i stand in a wide stance........................ 
johnp64: get your sissy up there with you 

dirtyrpgirl: singing to the tune.....my hairbrush in my hand...................... 
dirtyrpgirl: hell yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
dirtyrpgirl: dances around in a tigh circle.shuffling my feet....stopping to push my hiney out 

dirtyrpgirl: heyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy y'all and heehawwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 
dirtyrpgirl: hell yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: hell yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
dirtyrpgirl: hell yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
johnp64: hellll yea 

dirtyrpgirl: laughing as i jump right off of the stage...............then skipping to the 
bar...................... 
D r a z: watches  dirty  swing back into action 

dirtyrpgirl: swing batter swinggggggggggggggg 
johnp64: i got this, give this lady anything she wants 
tracyb22: smiles and clapping for sissy. you are just damn sexy. 

dirtyrpgirl: runs and jump and lands on my knee's on a barstool....................leaning to the 
bar.............shaking my ass in the tight skirt 
dirtyrpgirl: smiles..thank you sissy !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!...blows you a kiss................... 

tracyb22: yw catching the kiss and putting in my fav spot. 
dirtyrpgirl: reaching back tugging the skirt above my hips as i watch Draz make my drink 
dirtyrpgirl: winks at my sissy.............keep it there so i can get it later.............laughs 

johnp64: very cool, ya'll have a great place here 
dirtyrpgirl: sits up on my knees on the barstool..and turns the glass up.swallowing what i 

can.and letting some fall to my blouse and bra......coling me off 
johnp64: doing better now, lol 
D r a z: thanks john we like it 

 
 
 
surfking_24: gooooood tune 
Gabriela92: shimmies my shoulders with my arms over my head 

Gabriela92: alternates punching the sky with each hand 
dirtyrpgirl: woohoo gabi !! 
D r a z: woo hoo  watches  gabris arms ..........and the jiggling whatnots  

surfking_24: punch it gabi! 
Gabriela92: snakes my torso on the stool... 



dirtyrpgirl: hiya groove....welcum to Lady Ann's..............smiles 
Gabriela92: alternates clapping overhead, over each shoulder 

Gabriela92: gotta stand up now... 
Gabriela92: bumping the hips out to each side.... 
dirtyrpgirl: Draz is like the evil puppet master...workin them buttons....lol 

D r a z: whistels.........innocent 
Gabriela92: slowly turning... 
surfking_24: sits back and enjoys the turn 

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhh....it's like...who do i wanna see dancin....lol 
Gabriela92: grinding hip rotation.... 

daviddirects: takes a sip of my drink...relaxes and watches gabi 
dirtyrpgirl: finds andother shot on the bar and sips it this time....watching gabi 
Gabriela92: hands on hips... 

D r a z: harder  than a rock   ..watches gabri 
Gabriela92: rolling them in quick circles horizontally 
Gabriela92: a few times to the left... a few back to the right.... 

Gabriela92: fingers into my hair... lifting it up off my shoulder.... 
D r a z: gabris has us all up 
surfking_24: oh gosh the hair fingers 

surfking_24: mmm wow 
Gabriela92: smoothing it back.... 
dirtyrpgirl: stands on my barstool and applauds !!!!!!!!!!! woohoo gabi !!! 

Gabriela92: slips off my short leather jacket....  
Gabriela92: swings it around overhead....  
Gabriela92: throws it into David's lap..... 

D r a z: watching gabri   divest .. and shake it 
daviddirects: catches the jacket...smiles.. 
Gabriela92: unbuttons my blouse cuffs..... 

Gabriela92: rolls them up my arms.... 
D r a z:  slides  surf a pink of Old Hookie real ale  

surfking_24: thanks dd...grabs the honey whiskey, cheers raises it up and slams back 
Gabriela92: making figure 8's with my head as I bounce my hips forward.... 
D r a z: watches  at  gabri  dancing  to the beat 

Gabriela92: smooths my short leather mini over my backside.... 
gregooohhh: Nice butt Gabi 
daviddirects: so smooth.. 
Gabriela92: winks at Greg.... 
dirtyrpgirl: watching those hands on that sexy ass...shoots down the rest of the jack shot 
Gabriela92: touches the back of my thighs... gliding my hands up the embroidered black 

lace stockings..... 
surfking_24: mmmm damn lace... stockings 
daviddirects: smiles..wouldn't mind seeing it again.. 
D r a z: watches  gabri ..the wild one 
Gabriela92: lifts the back of the mini enough to show the top of the stockings and the lower 
back of the black satin thong... 

D r a z: smilesa we see the back thong 
Gabriela92: lets it fall back down and turns slowly around, swiveling my hips.... 

1stSPS: pulls you close listens 
dirtyrpgirl: omg gabi moves to this tuneeeeeee 
Gabriela92: drags my fingers down my neck... 

D r a z: woo hooooo gabri 
Gabriela92: over my collarbones... 
Gabriela92: undoes the top button on my white silk blouse.... 

daviddirects: watching intently..still holding the jacket.. 
dirtyrpgirl: woohoo gabi yesssssssssss 
Gabriela92: then another... 

recon1980: leans back in my chair watching the show  



Gabriela92: rolling my left hip.... 
surfking_24: this is the perfect song right now... 

Gabriela92: slow, provocative loops... 
dirtyrpgirl: yea it is smurf 
daviddirects: yessss...perfect 
aishiaa: swallows my skittle 
Gabriela92: untucks the blouse from the skirt... 
D r a z: smiles as the buttons open .......mr bone is right 

Gabriela92: slaps both hands hard onto my buns..... 
surfking_24: oh gawd i'm a sucker for the double slap 

dirtyrpgirl: shudders at the bun slap 
surfking_24: chugs my beer 
surfking_24: phew 

Gabriela92: leaves them resting there.... pushing my backside in a horizontal circle.... 
surfking_24: oh the circling 
paveduck: <<wishes it was my hands smacking gabi's hiney 

Gabriela92: then alternates pushing each bun in, left.. right... left... right.... 
daviddirects: watches the hands on her backside.. 
Gabriela92: turns my back to the audience.... 

Gabriela92: bends forward, letting my hair fall past my knees.... 
aishiaa: elbows everyone outta my way so i can see better 
dirtyrpgirl: omgggggggg 

Gabriela92: putting my fingers on the inside of my calves.... 
daviddirects: ohhh my..hey..watch those elbows.. 
surfking_24: am speechless right now.. 

Gabriela92: shifting my backside left to right... right to left.... 
1stSPS: ouch hon that was my rib ya bowed 
aishiaa: covrs ur eyes 

surfking_24: haha tim 
D r a z: grins watching   gabri  as she shakes that thang  

aishiaa: ur lucky it was ur ribs lol 
dirtyrpgirl: right to the beat huh Draz....wow 
1stSPS: any shorter and it wouldnt have been lol 
D r a z: uh uh# 
Gabriela92: slowly stands, dragging my fingers up the inside of my calves... my knees... my 
thighs..... 

surfking_24: perks up and watches closely 
dirtyrpgirl: such a sexy tune for a sexy dancer...... 
surfking_24: agreeeeee dirty 

Gabriela92: stands with my feet wider than my shoulders...  
Gabriela92: fingers just under the hem of the miniskirt.... 
dirtyrpgirl: my eyes glued to her fingers 

daviddirects: taking a long drink...watching.. 
surfking_24: mmm 
Gabriela92: pushes my thighs up and down, alternating... flexing one knee and then the 

other.... 
D r a z: rock on gabri ............. eyes fixed on the hem as it rises ## 

surfking_24: eyes going left and right to the thighs 
Gabriela92: interlocks my fingers and reaches above my head, swinging my hands in a small 
circle..... 

Gabriela92: swings my right arm in a huge circle, playing a power chord.... 
D r a z: watching asgabri ............... upsthebeat    ....we are  upto rthe neck in ehr 
Gabriela92: duck walks down the stage... knees flexed.... 

dirtyrpgirl: dang ..........if that skirt rises any higher.....whew 
surfking_24: grabs a LAB towel and fans myself 
daviddirects: damnnnn...what a walk.. 
Gabriela92: hips thrusting forward, sliding my feet a few inches at a time.... 



Gabriela92: stops at the far end... gyrates my hips as I turn in a small circle..... 
dirtyrpgirl: so glad of the angle i am from the bar to the stage right now.enjoying that duck 

walk !!! 
Gabriela92: shakes my buns to the beat, reaching behind me..... 
Gabriela92: lowers the zipper on the mini.... 

daviddirects: oh my 
D r a z: woohoo herewego 
surfking_24: mmmm 

surfking_24: yess 
dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhhhhhhhhhhh 

Gabriela92: shimmies my hips... it falls to my ankles.... 
Gabriela92: steps out with one foot.... 
Gabriela92: kicks the mini into Surf's lap..... 

D r a z: smiles asthe dress  goes  flying  
surfking_24: feels the skirt send jolts down my legs 
Gabriela92: strides back down the stage, one step to each beat.... 

surfking_24: mmm nice smelling the sweetness wave by 
D r a z: lloksat thesatin thong   asgabri strutts 
Gabriela92: locks my fingers behind my head.... 

 
dirtyrpgirl: omg..................look at that butt in them panties 
bt 

Gabriela92: rolls my torso vertically.... 
surfking_24: mmmm damn that ass 
daviddirects: wow..amazing.. 
BT588: huggs aish-hiya 
dirtyrpgirl: watching the stage as i reach without looking for another jack shot.sips it slowly 
Gabriela92: lifts the tail of the blouse off my backside.... 

Gabriela92: tightens one bun, then the other.... 
D r a z: smiling at the lightly tanned ass cheeks and black satin  

Gabriela92: buffs my buns with the white satin.... 
surfking_24: omg 
daviddirects: love buffing 

surfking_24: grips the skirt 
dirtyrpgirl: sways to the tune and watches gabi 
Gabriela92: drops the blouse back down... walks slowly down the stage.... 

Gabriela92: reaches the pole, and wraps my bent right leg around it..... 
daviddirects: eyes following her down the stage 
dirtyrpgirl: woohooooooooooooooo 

surfking_24: lucky pole 
Gabriela92: leans back... 
dirtyrpgirl: lucky us !!! 

D r a z: sheson fire  
Gabriela92: slowly turns around the pole, taking in the whole room.... 
dirtyrpgirl: gn aishiaa .....hugsssssssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: gn tim 
Gabriela92: looking at everyone, upside down.... 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles at gabi as she swing slowly facing us 
surfking_24: watches Gabis hair sway around 
D r a z: grins looking at  gabri with head tilted sideways  

dirtyrpgirl: so hot.damn 
Gabriela92: lifts the front of the blouse, showing my stomach and the front of the panties.... 
surfking_24: mmmmm, looks to see the shirt reveal her thigh squeezed tight to the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: squirmming on the barstool 
daviddirects: look at those abs..wow 
Gabriela92: sliding my hands over my tummy... down over the panties..... 

surfking_24: fumbles for the beer and drinks it down 



Gabriela92: caressing the front of my thighs.... 
D r a z: loking at her thighsandpanties  .... 

dirtyrpgirl: wow 
Gabriela92: grasping the pole... 
surfking_24: breathes long at the sight of the fingertipped thighs 

Gabriela92: inching my way a little ways up it.... 
Gabriela92: wrapping my legs around it.... 
Gabriela92: leaning back to put my hands on the floor.... 

surfking_24: watching how toned her legs are gripping the pole..damn 
daviddirects: watching those fingers move 

daviddirects: Helllo Trisha..hugsssss 

surfking_24: hi trisha  

paveduck: back 
D r a z: watching gabri pulsethosehipsto the  pole  to the beat  
Gabriela92: releasing the pole with my legs and flipping over backward to my feet... 

Gabriela92: sudden drop to a squat... then back to standing... 
surfking_24: watches the backward roll..oh my damn 
D r a z:  god almighty ......look at that body on gabri 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo gabi...excellent move !!!! 
trisha_29: woohoooooooooo work it gabi! 
trisha_29: hops up and sits on my spot on the bar watching gabi 
Gabriela92: scooting my bottom across the stage until my legs are on either side of the 
pole... 

surfking_24: holy hell 
dirtyrpgirl: runsmy finger over the top of the shot glass as i watch gabi......squirming 
Gabriela92: reaches up and grasps the pole... 

daviddirects: wow..go gabi 
Gabriela92: rubbing my panties up and down on the bottom several inches of the pole.... 
trisha_29: tips my corona back taking a long drink 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmm more butt cheeks now !!! 
surfking_24: oh the friction 
Gabriela92: pulling myself up a little further.... 

Gabriela92: grinding against the pole.... 
dirtyrpgirl: damn.stretch that body gabi !!! 
surfking_24: wahooo sugar time 

D r a z: lucky pole  
trisha_29: taps my nails on the bottle watching 
Gabriela92: rubbing the pole between my breasts.... 

surfking_24: and takes back that last thing.. haha 
daviddirects: wow Gabi.. 
Gabriela92: turning and rubbing it up and down between my buns... 
trisha_29: unzips my hoodie...pulling it off cuz its damn hot in here! 
surfking_24: trisha haha not in WI anymore 

surfking_24: buns...of steel  
surfking_24: damn 
trisha_29: lol surf 
Gabriela92: then rolling my hips around with the pole between my buns... 
D r a z: turns the bar fan towards  trisha  
paveduck: **swallows hard 

trisha_29: lol ty draz! 
dirtyrpgirl: gawd almighty gabi 
Gabriela92: bends to touch my hands to the floor... 

ratherbe: blame it on gabby, she turn up the heat in here  
Gabriela92: slides my backside down the pole.... 
trisha_29: slides my fingers over the little tank top making sure its fitted properly 

trisha_29: she sure does rather! 
surfking_24: backside is the right side woohoooo 



trisha_29: its art work rick! 
Gabriela92: slides my butt back up the pole... 

Gabriela92: undoes another button on the blouse..... 
dirtyrpgirl: wb sync...smiles 
Gabriela92: then another..... 

synchronicity_5: ty trish 
surfking_24: watching the buttons free up  
synchronicity_5: ty dirty 

Gabriela92: then the last one.... 
surfking_24: hi sync 

daviddirects: watching her fingers.. 
Gabriela92: letting the front hang open.... 
D r a z: smiles as we realis not may buttons left 

dirtyrpgirl: omg gabi yesssssssssssssssssss  !!! 
synchronicity_5: hi draz 
Gabriela92: grasps the front edge..... 

surfking_24: phewwwwwww wow 
surfking_24: fans my face with the skirt haha 
Gabriela92: slides my hands up and down the soft, smooth fabric.... 

synchronicity_5: mmm gabi 
trisha_29: work it girl! 
Gabriela92: throws open the front... 

D r a z: gowes along with  the tune ,.,.,.,.,.,.wowowowowowow 
D r a z:  we been thunderstruck  
daviddirects: wow..gabi..yessss 

Gabriela92: lets it fall off my shoulders to my elbows.... 
surfking_24: thundaaaa 
dirtyrpgirl: damn so sexy gabi !! 

Gabriela92: tilts my head back... shakes out my hair..... 
D r a z: stomps  to the tune  

trisha_29: wiggles my ass on the bar watching gabi work her magic 
Gabriela92: lets the blouse slide slowly down my arms.... 
Gabriela92: lets it falls from my hands to the stage... 

dirtyrpgirl: woohooooooooooooooo 
trisha_29: feels the bar vibrating as draz stomps.....grins 
dirtyrpgirl: lol trish 

trisha_29: hehe 
daviddirects: watching blouse drop.. 
synchronicity_5: damn gabi so hot 

Gabriela92: shakes my head around in a fast circle, throwing my hair.... 
trisha_29: thundah struck! 
surfking_24: haha 

synchronicity_5: is she hot or not omg 
Gabriela92: thrusts my hips to the beat... one leg straight, the other bent.... 
D r a z:  smiles watching gabri and then trishas assett wiggl e 

trisha_29: she is amazing 
trisha_29: winks at draz 

dirtyrpgirl: and such hot bra n panties ...my gosh 
Gabriela92: puts my thumbs in the waistband of the thong.... 
synchronicity_5: ohhhh gabi 

surfking_24: wow 
Gabriela92: pulls it halfway down my hip on one side..... 
surfking_24: damn 

synchronicity_5: eyes glued 
surfking_24: no tanlines....  
Gabriela92: lets it snap back.... 

daviddirects: amazing.. 



Gabriela92: shakes my buns slowly to the crowd...  
dirtyrpgirl: sips more of the jack shot...blinking as the thong snaps to her hip 

paveduck: i think i'm getting hypnotized by the slowly shaking buns 
surfking_24: grabs another shot and slams down...mmhmm 
surfking_24: see ya rather 

trisha_29: tuuuune! 
synchronicity_5: mmmmm gabi 
Gabriela92: rolls the waistband a little ways down on both sides.... 

trisha_29: night rather 
Gabriela92: sways my bottom at the crowd... 

D r a z: she likes  to touch and tease  ........she does every naughty thing  you want 
..............  
daviddirects: eyes fixed on that bottom.. 
synchronicity_5:  beautiful ass 
surfking_24: shakes my head to the buns 
Gabriela92: slowly lowering the back of the thong, partway down my buns.... 

dirtyrpgirl: lifting up on the stool.............looking at that butt.......smh....wow 
D r a z: eyes on  that  hot butt  
Gabriela92: bends far forward.... looking back between my knees.... 

trisha_29: my baby shes into everything i wanna do.......... 
Gabriela92: pinches my right bun... 
trisha_29: hi john 

daviddirects: hello John 
johnp64: evening all, how is everyone tonight 
Gabriela92: puts the thong back in position... 

dirtyrpgirl: wb john....smiles 
surfking_24: mmmm shit 
surfking_24: hi john 

synchronicity_5: hi John 
trisha_29: grins at my babygirl 
Gabriela92: pushes one bra strap off my shoulder... 
Gabriela92: then the other.... 
dirtyrpgirl: hehee...winks at my baby...shots the jack shot 

D r a z: gabri ........ afavorite disease 
Gabriela92: holds the cups on with my hands..... 
surfking_24: head dancing to the tune 

daviddirects: waching gabi's hands.. 
Gabriela92: lets them fall just a little... not quite to the nipples... 
synchronicity_5: mmm sits with a 100 dollar bill  

Gabriela92: walks over to Sync.... 
surfking_24: atta boy sync 
Gabriela92: squats to let him reach the waistband.... 

D r a z: hb dirty 
synchronicity_5: rolls the bill up between my lips 
surfking_24: hb 

johnp64: pulls out my wallet, thinking, this is a very nice start to the night 
Gabriela92: pulls the waistband out.... 

Gabriela92: lets Sync put the bill under, then lets it snap back against my hip..... 
synchronicity_5: puts it behind her waistband with my mouth 
Gabriela92: stands back up... 

johnp64: fanning out a handfull of 100's, smiling since i had a great night at the casino 
synchronicity_5: watches her get up 
Gabriela92: moves over toward John.... 

Gabriela92: shaking my buns at Sync as I go.... 
synchronicity_5: her long legs  
surfking_24: woohoooo 

johnp64: i lick one and stick it to my forehead 



synchronicity_5: mmm hiney heaven 
Gabriela92: pulls out the waistband on the other side for John..... 

D r a z: winks at  gabri .....contagious   
synchronicity_5: she is indeed draz  
johnp64: slipping one in the waistband 

Gabriela92: SNAP! 
Gabriela92: smiles and stands back up.... 
synchronicity_5: sits at the edge of the stage mesmerized 

johnp64: ouch, i pull back smiling 
Gabriela92: pushes the bra straps back up.... 

surfking_24: hahahaaha 
Gabriela92: turns my back to the group.... 
Gabriela92: reaches back between my shoulder blades.... 

Gabriela92: unclasps the hooks of the bra... 
surfking_24: ooow ow 
Gabriela92: lets the elastic spring it open.... 

surfking_24:  
dirtyrpgirl: omg gabi !!!! wooohoooooooooooo 

Gabriela92: puts a full hand over each breast.... 
daviddirects: ooh wow gabi.. 
synchronicity_5: wooooo 

Gabriela92: turns back to face the bar.... 
johnp64: i lean back, head resting on the stage, the 100 bill still stuck to my forehead 
surfking_24: mmmmm gabi damn 

trisha_29: glances at david 
surfking_24: sits up elbows on bar watching 

Gabriela92: gets down onto my knees.... 
daviddirects: glances at trisha...smiles.. 
Gabriela92: walks on my knees over to John.... 

trisha_29: reaches over and turns david's sound way up...lol 
D r a z: winks  at gabri ......lets be glad for  the time together ......lick it  up ,,,,,oh 
surfking_24: hahaha draz 

surfking_24: ^^ 
synchronicity_5: sits at edge of stage 
daviddirects: lol...damn you.. 
Gabriela92: you'll have to put this one into the top of one of my stockings, John... 
synchronicity_5: smiles love how she turns on the hear 
daviddirects: smirks at trisha.. 
synchronicity_5: heat 
johnp64: fair enough, i pull it off  my forehead and slip it in 
trisha_29: lick it up..lick it up.... 
trisha_29: winks at david 
Gabriela92: leans over backwards on my knees.... 

Gabriela92: laying on my back with my knees bent... 
surfking_24: ooooooooo 
Gabriela92: scoots down the stage on my shoulder blades.... 

daviddirects: winks at Trisha.. 
dirtyrpgirl: my god what a view.......whew 
D r a z: smiles watching gabris thong  stretch  

johnp64: kneeling between them, i slip a 3rd in the other stocking 
synchronicity_5: swallows 
surfking_24: watches the thighs brush each other.... mmmhmmmm 

Gabriela92: lifts my backside off the stage... humping the air.... 
synchronicity_5: holds my breath 
Gabriela92: rolls onto my stomach...... 

Gabriela92: gets back on my knees.... 
Gabriela92: stands... 



Gabriela92: turns my back to the crowd... 
synchronicity_5: what a body gabi 

surfking_24: damn right 
Gabriela92: covers both boobs with one arm... 
surfking_24: cheers for that last move 

johnp64: sitting back down, i call our waitress over and order a round for the whole house 
D r a z: smiles as gabri stands ........dirty little thing ,,,,,love it 
Gabriela92: Draz, will you toss me an LAB tank top, please? 

synchronicity_5: whistles 
daviddirects: amazing Gabi 
surfking_24: cheers Gabi amazing 
D r a z: walks over with a lab tank top and robe  
trisha_29: woohooooooo gabi!!!!!!!! 
Gabriela92: catches it with my free hand... 
synchronicity_5: cheers gabi loud 
Gabriela92: turns my back to the crowd and puts the tank top on.... 

synchronicity_5: well done!!!! 
surfking_24: wooohoooooo 
Gabriela92: takes a dramatic bow with a toss of my hair... 

dirtyrpgirl: standing on the barstool again....just applauding and 
hooting.woohoooooooooooooo gabi !!!!!! 
synchronicity_5: wipes my brow 

surfking_24: and the crowd goes wildddddd 
wideeet35: hi room 
dirtyrpgirl: woohoooo ...damn that was one hot dance girl !!!! 

synchronicity_5: whistles 
Gabriela92: thank you, everyone. 
daviddirects: excellent Gabi... 
johnp64: clapping wildly, great job gabi 
synchronicity_5: great dance gabi 

dirtyrpgirl: thank You gabi, that was excellent !!! 
Gabriela92: walks over to the bar.... may I have a 7-Up, please, Draz. 
Gabriela92: ? 

D r a z: smilesand walks gabri bac back to  the bar ......... perfect gabri ..kisses her cheek 
.walks round the other side of the bar 
Gabriela92: thank you, Draz. 

Gabriela92: hops up on a stool 
dirtyrpgirl: wow gabi, whew 
synchronicity_5: walks up to gabi handing her a tip  

D r a z:  reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a 7 UP and pours into a tall glass 
over a twist of lemon ...slides it over to gabri  *winks and adds a bendy straw 
Gabriela92: thank you, Sync. 

Gabriela92: thank you, Draz. 
synchronicity_5: smiles you finished too soon as I expected 

 
 
 
Gabriela92: tosses my hair left and right to the back beat. 
surfking_24: watches gabi and her rhythm 

Gabriela92: swirls my left knee in a slow circle as I tap my foot... 
Maxillary_Nerve: Settles in and watches  
Gabriela92: bumps my right hip out.... 

surfking_24: ohhh there is the hip bump  

dirtyrpgirl: washing the almond joy down with some mtn dew..... 
surfking_24: looks over to RPs booty..err her drinking mtn dew 



dirtyrpgirl: damn i am gonna be bouncin off the walls soon !!! 
Gabriela92: puts my hands up in my hair as I thrust my hip out to the side.... 

D r a z: watches  the  dancing   gabri    
dirtyrpgirl: wnks @ smurf 
dirtyrpgirl: ty sync 

surfking_24: oh dirty..i'm guilty, caught 
Gabriela92: the Crue..... 
dirtyrpgirl: girls...girls...girls....... 

surfking_24: winks from across bar... 
Gabriela92: rolls my stomach around in a slow circle, as I pull my tank top up to show my 

midriff..... 
D r a z: watchs  gaabri  sliidng her top up    
Gabriela92: slides the bottom edge to the left and the right, just under the bottom of my 

bra..... 
dirtyrpgirl: sits down and just watches gabi.......yummy 
D r a z:  grins as gabri shows her wild side  

D r a z:  wb trisha hugs  
synchronicity_5: watches the sensual dance 
Gabriela92: turns my backside to the audience and rolls my buns around slowly in a figure 8 

Gabriela92: lifting my hips upward at the left and right extremes..... 
dirtyrpgirl: woohoo gabi !!!! 
Gabriela92: scoots my feet forward as I thrust my hips forward.... 

Gabriela92: still red dotted, Dao... lol 
Gabriela92: puts my thumbs under the straps of my tank top and slides them off my 
shoulders onto my upper arms..... 

Gabriela92: rolling my shoulders forward, one at a time.... 
synchronicity_5: Gabriela is a wonderful dancer 
Gabriela92: lots of lessons when I was a kid, Synch..... 

dirtyrpgirl: resting my hands on my chin..my elbows on a table..eyes glued to gabi....shake 
it girl !!!! 

synchronicity_5: it shows Gabriela wow 
Gabriela92: struts forward, turning shoulders left and then right.... 
surfking_24: throws a $100 to draz..whatever everyone wants 

Gabriela92: swings my right arm around in a guitar-stroke circle..... 
trisha_29: thats not gonna buy me what i want surf....but nice try! lol 
Gabriela92: tossing my head..... 

D r a z: gives everyone what they ever desired and bills    surf  for $ 1 million 

surfking_24: pssssh trisha..it'll due for a corona!  haha 

D r a z: watches as  gbri  rocks it out   
surfking_24: go gabi go 

dirtyrpgirl: her abs...are hard as a rock...damn 
Gabriela92: slips the bra straps down off the shoulders, too... so the top and bra are 
hanging on my cleavage..... 

D r a z: woo hoo  now theres willpower 
surfking_24: wooo gabi 
Gabriela92: nods my head dramatically to the new beat..... 

dirtyrpgirl: indeed Draz..smiles 

synchronicity_5: prays for gravity  

dirtyrpgirl: lol sync 
dirtyrpgirl: me tooo.... 

Gabriela92: looks from face to face.... slowly licking my lips laciviously.... 
surfking_24: damn gabi 
synchronicity_5: mmmm Gabriela 

dirtyrpgirl: blowing gabi a kiss from the bar 
Gabriela92: gyrates my hips in a slow horizontal circle.... 
D r a z:  winks at gabri  as she gyrates  



Gabriela92: winks back at Dirty.... 
synchronicity_5: drools  

_Gabriela92: slips the bra straps back up, but peels the tank top up and over my head, 
swinging it in a circle and throwing it into surf's lap.... 
Gabriela92: puts my hands on the bra cups and slightly lifts, accentuating the cleavage..... 

Gabriela92: thrusts my crotch forward to the beat as the new song starts.... 
synchronicity_5: swallows 
D r a z:  grins watching as  gabri   moves  to  the beat      

Gabriela92: lets my hands slide slowly down my stomach and over the beltline of my 
jeans.... 

dGabriela92: down the outside seam of my thighs... 
surfking_24: smiles, lovely ladies 
D r a z: shes in the mood ..she grooves  

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhh Draz......winks 
Gabriela92: slipping to the inside, and back up the inseam... 
Gabriela92: fingertips creeping up the front of the denim fabric.... 

Gabriela92: sliding around to the back.... 
surfking_24: sits, and loves it all 
Gabriela92: turns my right cheek toward the audience and slaps it hard 

Maxillary_Nerve: whoa!  
surfking_24: woohoo 
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm  hell yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 

gabi !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Gabriela92: looking back over my shoulder.... 
D r a z: hears a loud sllllllllllappppppppppppp 

dirtyrpgirl: wb Max !!!! hugsssssssssssssssss 
 

Gabriela92: tilting my head down to lick my collarbone out to my shoulder... 

synchronicity_5: so much beauty in a room 
Gabriela92: then down the front of my bicep.... 
D r a z: smiles watching the gabri tease  

synchronicity_5: the tease surely works on me 
Gabriela92: unfastens the buckle of my silver-studded narrow belt...... 

surfking_24: Draz, may we get a bunch of lemon drops lined up please 
Gabriela92: slowly drags it out of my belt loops.... 
dirtyrpgirl: glaning over as the belt slides sensually out of the loops 

Gabriela92: walks down the stage and kneels down in front on Synch.... 
Gabriela92: of* 
Gabriela92: forms a loop with the belt... 

dirtyrpgirl: now you about to thundah struck !!!...smiles 
trisha_29: lol i never know if you are here or not 
Gabriela92: wraps it around his wrists.... 

D r a z: we are totally absorbed  
surfking_24: looks at dirtys butt...ready to thundah strike it ! laughs 
Gabriela92: puts the open end of the belt between my thighs.... 

Gabriela92: and pulls his bound hands against me..... 
synchronicity_5: watches closely 
Gabriela92: grinds my hips against his fists.... 

synchronicity_5: feeling Gabriela close 
Gabriela92: pulls his wrists between my thighs.... 

Gabriela92: clamps my legs tightly over them.... 
Maxillary_Nerve: *cocks an eyebrow, watching, intrigued*  
synchronicity_5: her strong thighs on my arms 

Gabriela92: then drops the belt, laughs, and struts away.... 
synchronicity_5: feeling her body rock 
surfking_24: niceee 

synchronicity_5: smiles at Gabriela 
synchronicity_5: watches Gabriela's ass mm 



Gabriela92: bends slowly forward with my back to Synch.... 
Maxillary_Nerve: *closes one eye and points to a square inch on your belly* there.  

Gabriela92: looks back at him between my knees..... 
surfking_24: lifts the glass up and shoots it back, putting it onto the bar, handing dirty a 
lemon coated with sugar, hurry! 

synchronicity_5: looking up Gabriela enjoying her curves 
synchronicity_5: smiles 
Gabriela92: grabs my ankles, then slides my hands slowly up my calves... over my knees... 

up the inside of my thighs.... 
synchronicity_5: damn hot Gabriela 

trisha_29: so everything is in place? 
synchronicity_5: looks up her long shapely legs 
Gabriela92: stand back up with my back to the audience, and looks back over my shoulder 

with a pout as I slide a bra strap down off my shoulder again.... 
Gabriela92: turns to look back over my other shoulder, and slides that strap down as well.... 
synchronicity_5: watches Gabriela closely 

Gabriela92: flips my hair down over my breasts, arranging it just so as I unhook the bra and 
let it fall to the stage... 
Maxillary_Nerve: smirks  

synchronicity_5: mmmmmmm Gabriela 
D r a z: smiles watching  gabri    
trisha_29: grins...spins around to face the bar...pushing up on my tip toes...leaning way 
over the bar...wiggling my ass in my tight jeans as i look down to see what i want to 
drink 
Gabriela92: turning back to face the audience, covered but just barely.... 

surfking_24: mmmhmmm 
Gabriela92: slowly dancing so as not to disturb my hair too much... 
synchronicity_5: beautiful Gabriela 

synchronicity_5: hoping for a breeze 
dirtyrpgirl: uhhm what smurf?...giggles as my eyes dart to gabi...then to you....uhmm yesss  

Gabriela92: puts my fingers into the hair covering my cleavage, and slightly parts it.... 
surfking_24: grabs another shot and hands it to you...lifts mine up..clinks your glass, may i 
dirty? 

synchronicity_5: swallows 
 Gabriela92: grinds my hips slowly in a horizontal circle, with a little flourish at the end of 
each rotation. 

synchronicity_5: mmm Gabriela sheer beauty 
surfking_24: steps closer and lifts the shot glass up for your lips to taste 
Gabriela92: pushes the hair back in place in the center, and turns slightly sideways, using 

my thumb to hook the edge of my hair and show a little side boobage..... 
dirtyrpgirl: woohoo gabi !!!! 
dirtyrpgirl: nice profile !!! 

synchronicity_5: studies her lines mmmm 
Gabriela92: unbuttons the top of my jeans... 
surfking_24: woohoooo 

Gabriela92: lowers the zipper about three inches... 
synchronicity_5: mmmm Gabriela 

Gabriela92: folds down the top edge until the waistband of my panties shows.... 
surfking_24: mmmyou take it so well dirty, winks 
synchronicity_5: is mesmerized 

dirtyrpgirl: winks back...thank ya.....smiling 
surfking_24: mmmhmm 
Maxillary_Nerve: damn.  

Gabriela92: flattens both my hands and slips them into the back of the jeans, one on each 
of my buns... 
D r a z: gruns as i watch gabri   expose her bare buns  

Gabriela92: slides them slowly around over my hips.... toward the front..... 



synchronicity_5: mmm  
synchronicity_5: watches Gabriela expose her cheeks 

D r a z: smiles eyes glued to gabri 
Gabriela92: slips my thumbs inside the waistband at the front... pushes down slightly... 
until I almost..... 

trisha_29: smiles...pushes off the bar...walks over...holds the drink out to you 
Gabriela92: but not quite.... 
synchronicity_5: swallows 

Gabriela92: and then lets them snap back into place.... 
Gabriela92: gyrating my hips in a figure 8 again.... 

Gabriela92: makes sure I have a hold of my panty waistband.... 
Gabriela92: while I push my jeans down slowly over my buns in the back.... 
synchronicity_5: mmmmm you move so well Gabriela  

Gabriela92: wiggles my fanny.... 
Gabriela92: goes ahead and pushes them down my thighs.... 
dirtyrpgirl: nod.....in response...as i wipe my lips with my tounge 

Gabriela92: lets them fall over my knees and down to my ankles.... 
Gabriela92: kicks my feet out of them.... 
synchronicity_5: looks up her naked legs 

synchronicity_5: amazing 
Gabriela92: slides them across the stage an into Synch's lap.... 
Gabriela92: and* 

surfking_24: looks at your tongue cleaning your lips...what a nice finish to agreat shot, 
smiles 
D r a z: smiles at gabri   

Gabriela92: stands above Synch, swaying to the music, smiling down at him.... 
dirtyrpgirl: hehee...ty ty.... 
dirtyrpgirl: starting to dance on the barstool some..as the shots start to take affect 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers through my hair, giving brief glimpses as it moves over my 
chest.... 

surfking_24: go dirty go 
dirtyrpgirl: oh you will huh?...giggles 
surfking_24: oh yes..found the best one...winks coating it with sugar 

Gabriela92: c'mon up, Dirty... I need a break; you dance, girl!!!! 
synchronicity_5: enjoying her full body 
dirtyrpgirl: shaking my hair into my face some as i bow my head and roll my 

shoulders............. 
dirtyrpgirl: ya sure gabi? 
Gabriela92: yep, absolutely... I'm gonna get a drink and watch. 

synchronicity_5: winks at Gabriela 
Gabriela92: and lust for ya... 
dirtyrpgirl: i would never want to interfere...smiling 

D r a z: holds out a  robe for  gabri  as  she steps  to the edge of  the stage  
Gabriela92: takes the robe and slips it over my shoulders, leaning over to give Draz a peck 
on the cheek. 

surfking_24: glad you like shots dirty 
synchronicity_5: applauds Gabriela 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles...well that sounds like a plan....looks over at Draz...as i skip to the 
stage..................but takes a hard left...kissing his cheek as i head to the cage.....wearing 
a tiny little white pleated skirt and a pink hakter top with LAB in white 

D r a z: looks at    dirty   as she gets up  to dance  
dirtyrpgirl: opening the cage door and slamming it behind me as i step in...this is the only 
way i have a chance at matching gabi !!!!...giggles 

D r a z:  left left lfet right  left  
synchronicity_5: leans back watching dirty 
trisha_29: ohhhhhhhhhhhh shit she is in the cage 

trisha_29: grins 



D r a z:  here she comes god help us a ll  
dirtyrpgirl: shaking my hiney and letting the little white string bikini panties show as i move 

dirtyrpgirl: grabbing the cage bars......both hands on them as i sway left to right................ 
Gabriela92: wraps my fingers around the cold glass and feels the wetness of the 
condensation.... 

D r a z: looka t  that  badonkadonk  
surfking_24: go dirtyyyyy 
dirtyrpgirl: sliding down slowly......my arms stretching as my backside gets lower and 

lower.............the front of the panties peeking out from skirt...... 
Gabriela92: puts my hands behind my back.... 

trisha_29: leans back against the bar...wiggling my hips to the music 
D r a z: watches as dirty  whakes the hiney and the bars of th e cage   
surfking_24: mmm damn girls 

surfking_24: all 3 of ya...salute haha 
dirtyrpgirl: letting one hand move from the bar to untie the halter top as my hips sway and 
sway.............. 

dirtyrpgirl: wooooooweeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee shut my mouth.slap your granma !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
surfking_24: gets caught in the swaying trance 
synchronicity_5: it's getting hot or is it me? 

D r a z:  woo hoo  dirty ......... slaps something  but it aint my gandma  
trisha_29: grins watching dirty rock the cage 
D r a z: we do it  for the badonk a donk 

dirtyrpgirl: letting the front of the halter just slide down and fall to my hips...my little 
breasts exposed as i jump up and strut around the cage.............removing the halter and 
tossing it to Draz....watching as it hits face...giggling and pretending to blush as i reach 

back and slowly unzip the skirt....... 
D r a z: looks at all the hillbilly bones......... all of a sudden ,... we all are hillbillies  
D r a z:   catching  the halter .winks  

D r a z:   grisn as i see  the zipppppppper  slide  
surfking_24: wooo 

synchronicity_5: watches the cage  
dirtyrpgirl: turning my back to the crowd as i lower the zipper all the way................shaking 
my hiney........letting it fall over my butt cheeks.....................rolling my panty covered 

butt as the skirt falls to my ankles 
surfking_24: well done! 
D r a z:  hows does  that cage ever contain her ? 

Gabriela92: woooo, Dirty!!!! 
Gabriela92: I see the bars bending, Draz! 
surfking_24: damn right 

D r a z:  watches  the hiney slide to side to the beat  
dirtyrpgirl: turning as the skirt falls to my foot...putting it to through the cage...and giving it 
a little fling..........letting it fly by the bar to gabi....smiling as i tug the waistband of the 

panties, naking a wet camel toe..........and pulling the little patch up tighter before 
turning and pulling the back into my crack 
D r a z:  catches  the skirt winks at dirty 

Gabriela92: snags the skirt in midair 
surfking_24: mmmm 

synchronicity_5: omg  
surfking_24: sits in pure extasy 
dirtyrpgirl: shuffeling my feet to the tune as i let my ass just shake.........the beat makes 

each cheek shake as i sing to the tune 
synchronicity_5: that's hot 
D r a z:  watches  dirty  as she  shakes it  out  to  the country  beat ....HELL YEAH 

dirtyrpgirl: bending down to touch my ankles...wrapping my hands to each ankle as i yell 
out .....hell yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
Gabriela92: staring at that camel toe, thinking of my next shot... 

dirtyrpgirl: my little mound...all wet and pouching out from under my butt cheeks...........my 



hair hanging in my face as i wiggle.......... 
dirtyrpgirl: now slowly standing up...my hands in the back of my panties...hell 

yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
Maxillary_Nerve: grins as i watch  
synchronicity_5: holds breath 

dirtyrpgirl: doing a little two step in the cage as i wiggle the panty down my butt................. 
D r a z: grisn at  dirty as she slides hands over the money maker  
trisha_29: holds the ice tight in my fingers...pressing it through my lips...sucking at it softly 

dirtyrpgirl: spinning as i face y'all....grinning as move my fingers to the top of the 
waistband.....yelling hell yeah 

surfking_24: watching dirty..just watching smiling 
synchronicity_5: licks my lips 
trisha_29: ohhhhhhhh shit...grins....sets my glass down and hops up on the bar 
dirtyrpgirl: then wiggling the panties down.....letting inch by inch of my nakedness start to 
show...my breasts perky and jiggling as i bend down and slide the panties to my ankles 
Gabriela92: jumps up with Trisha... shot forgotten for a moment...... 

trisha_29: alafrickinbama 
D r a z: watches as dirty   shakes them hips  ....................  ready  to slip em off 
........alafrickinbama  .......woo hoo  dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 
Gabriela92: Alafrickingbama!!! 
dirtyrpgirl: bama 

Gabriela92: Alafrickingbama!!! 
surfking_24: damnnnnnn 
Gabriela92: Alafrickingbama!!! 

Maxillary_Nerve: chuckles  
dirtyrpgirl: kicking off my panties now.....and dancing nude 
synchronicity_5: yeah nana 

Gabriela92: shaking my head around 
trisha_29: damn it let her out of that cage! 
synchronicity_5: bama 
D r a z:  alafricking bama   ........... such a hot sight as dirty dances  bnude in the cage  
trisha_29: shakes my hips ....bumping with gabi 
dirtyrpgirl: my hands grab the bars again as i yell out.................alafrickinbama !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
trisha_29: alafrickinbama 
Gabriela92: Alafrickingbama!!! 

Gabriela92: Alafrickingbama!!! 
dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 
D r a z: alafricking bama  

trisha_29: bama 
dirtyrpgirl: bama 
Gabriela92: bama 

Gabriela92: bam 
dirtyrpgirl: woohoooooooo  
Gabriela92: plays air guitar..... 

D r a z: woo hoo  .. the place goes wild with  dirty nude in the cage   
Gabriela92: stomping my left foot on the bar 

dirtyrpgirl: my arms stretching up high as i shake and twirl......my body exposed to anyone 
who wants to see it.................... 
Maxillary_Nerve: just watches. mesmerized.  

D r a z:  aklafrickin bama 
Gabriela92: nods at Dirty!!! 
Gabriela92: Alafrickingbama!!! 

trisha_29: alafrickinbama 
Gabriela92: Alafrickingbama!!! 
Gabriela92: Alafrickingbama!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 



dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 
surfking_24: looks to dirty...so very sexy 

trisha_29: alafrickinbama 
synchronicity_5: just take in all of dirty s hotness 
dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama !!!!!! 

D r a z: woow hoo we should bottle  this 
dirtyrpgirl: bama 
D r a z: alafrickin bama  

Gabriela92: headbanging.... 
surfking_24: cheers cheers 

dirtyrpgirl: putting one leg through the bars and grinding my bald mound to the warm 
metal 
trisha_29: hops down off the bar...grabbing my glass 

Gabriela92: oh, my, Dirty.... 
Maxillary_Nerve: whoa  
surfking_24: wow 

trisha_29: tugs at the edge of my tank top...pulling it down over my bare tummy 
D r a z: winks at dirty and  her     gyrating against the bars  
dirtyrpgirl: then opens the door....and skips to the changing room.....to grab a satin 

robe..................waves to everyone...be back in a flesh...i mean flash...giggliing 
Gabriela92: banging on the drum set in my head..... 
synchronicity_5: cheers dirty!!! applauds 

surfking_24: haha bravo 
dirtyrpgirl: hehee gabi...kisses you on my way to the changin room 
trisha_29: woohooooo babygirl! 
D r a z:  smilesand helps  dirty off the stage and hands her drink to  her 
Gabriela92: awesome, Dirty!!! 
D r a z:  great stuff  dirty  ..........applauds  

D r a z:  whistles both  gabbri and dirty 
dirtyrpgirl: slipping back out from the curtain wearing just a short black satin robe...tieiing 

the sash to my waist as i walk out barefoot....... 
dirtyrpgirl: ty ty everyone....does a little curtsey...and sklips back to the bar 
synchronicity_5: oh my is it always like this? 

dirtyrpgirl: hugssss gabi.......and kisses her cheek 
surfking_24: looks at dirty, wondering what shot#4 would bring, laughs 
dirtyrpgirl: ya just never know sync..thats why it is always good to be a reg...smiles 

Maxillary_Nerve: doesnt miss the glint of that buckle in the light*  
surfking_24: each day different and uniquely fun 
D r a z: smiles everyone contributes somethng sync 

dirtyrpgirl: takes another lemon drop shooter from the tray and downs it upright 
trisha_29: drops my foot down...the sharp heel clanking against the tile of the floor 
synchronicity_5: well I will be back dirty lol not leaving yet btw 

Gabriela92: I think the guys would appreciate a dance from you, too, Trisha... you got it 
goin' on, girl. 
dirtyrpgirl: grins.....good 

Maxillary_Nerve: this is true....  
Gabriela92: I know I would... LOL 

synchronicity_5: smiles at dirty 
dirtyrpgirl: yess she does....she is sooooooooooooooo sexy when she dances...... 

 

 
 
 
dirtyrpgirl: from the changin room smurf........was hip hoping to "walk this way" 
dirtyrpgirl: swaying my hips in the short gold skirt...........feeling my boobs bounce some in 

the tight tanktop 



D r a z:  watching dirty  get in her  mood  
Maxillary_Nerve: *settles into a seat watching*  

dirtyrpgirl: smiles @ Draz....kicks the con's off and skips to the pickup tailgate on the side 
wall.............. 
johnp64: sits at the table next to max, knowing he always has a great view of the show 

dirtyrpgirl: sitting on the tailgate as i swing my legs to it and cnat get up on it without 
showing the pink panties..............stands up and dances on the edge 
aishiaa: elbows my way through the crowd 

Maxillary_Nerve: hey john. i always know the good seat thats true  
johnp64: lol, i'm a quick study 

dirtyrpgirl: bending over to get a beer outa the cooler 
Gabriela92: watches the steam rise from the cooler as Dirty reaches in. 
johnp64: oh hell yea, the badoke donk song 

dirtyrpgirl: wiggling my hiney as i grab a beer.................stands back up and swigs it as i 
sway my hips 
D r a z: looks at that badonka donk  

johnp64: hell of a money maker, dirty 
dirtyrpgirl: spinning around as i finish the beer.putting both hands to the low 
ceiling.................facing out from the wall...........rolling my head...letting my hair fling left 

to right 
dirtyrpgirl: snapping my hips ...........left............left.left.right ..left 
johnp64: damm, i think i got whiplash now 

Maxillary_Nerve: checks the lighting around me  
dityrpgirl: feeling th tanktop ride up my belly as it slips out of the waistband of the 
skirt................... 

D r a z: hollers with  dirty dancing 
dirtyrpgirl: putting my right foot on the side of the pickup body as i scream...........hollar if 
your with meeeeeeeeeeeee 

johnp64: woooo hoooooo 
surfking_24: holllarrrs 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my long fingers slowly slide up my leg , bent at the 
knee..................shaking my hiney................ 
D r a z: woo hoo dirty ,........eyes onnthe hiney 

dirtyrpgirl: thighs parted as the little pink panties show from under the tiny 
skirt.................hollar if your with meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
aishiaa: picks tims eyebaplls off the floor lol 

dirtyrpgirl: jumping down from the tailgate..i look around the room..................shaking my 
butt as i stand still........................then skips over to john............my hair bouncing side to 
side as i stop in front of him 

D r a z:  looking at dirty ..we know a good thing when we see   it 
johnp64: smiles 
dirtyrpgirl: bendng over to put my hands on his knees......my legs taught as i bounce my 

butt up and down 
johnp64: head bouncing in time with your hiney 
Maxillary_Nerve: see. toldya this was a good seat john  

johnp64: still watching dirty's hiney as it bounces in front of me, in a trance now 
dirtyrpgirl: not sure what happened tim?...maybe 

dirtyrpgirl: takes a big swaller and 
hollers...................wooooooooooooohoooooooooooooooo 
dirtyrpgirl: looks around the room again as i sway my hips............. 

D r a z: watches dirty shake it  
dirtyrpgirl: skips back to john.................turning with my back to him...................... 
johnp64: oh hell yea, here we go again 

dirtyrpgirl: sliding back between his legs...............grinding my hiney back to him as i arch 
back and resting my head on his shoulder........... 
johnp64: hands at my sides so as not to get slapped, but i love the smell of your perfume 

dirtyrpgirl: the front of the skirt riding higher....as i wiggle my butt back to him.................... 



dirtyrpgirl: then sitting in his lap as the tune stops................ 
johnp64: mmmm, hi dirty, how are you tonight sweetheart 

dirtyrpgirl: kissing his cheek as the next tune starts.................doing fine thanks.................i 
feel your doing pretty good yourself !!! 
D r a z: winks at dirty  as she shakes it  

dirtyrpgirl: kisses your cheek again as i stand back up between your open 
legs............bending down to touch my ankles as i sway my hiney close to your face 
johnp64: my hands slide up to your hips as your sit there, ok, Draz ain't gonna kick my ass 

for this is he, lol 
johnp64: no problem, i don't need to 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands sliding up my long legs as i slowly stand ...and skip away..........looking 
over my shoulder as i blow you a kiss................. 
johnp64: mmmmmmmm, thank you dirty, i get up and go over and drop a 20 in your tip jar 

at the bar 
dirtyrpgirl: stops in front of Max as he sits next to john..............my right hand on my hip as i 
sway my hips left to right.............. 

dirtyrpgirl: turning to face Max now.................bending to him as i wiggle my shoulders and 
let my boobs shake in the tight tanktop 
johnp64: as i wipe the sweat from my brow, man, that was hot 

Maxillary_Nerve: rut roh!  
johnp64: i drop a fiver and head back to my seat next to Max 
dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my hands to my belly over the material.......letting my legs strut in 

place.............. 
Maxillary_Nerve: *sits on his hands like a good patron*  
dirtyrpgirl: moving both hands to my breasts...........giving them a little shake as i look at 

you................. 
tracyb22: peeks in and whistles at my sissy. 
Maxillary_Nerve: *watches her move eyes wide*  

johnp64: dirty's got her game on all right 
dirtyrpgirl: singing with the tune as i tease Max..............putting my right foot onto the chair 

inbetween his legs 
D r a z: she always dioes  
tracyb22: looks over at Max. i see you lol. 

D r a z:  hugs hi moira  
tracyb22: my sissy is always on her game 
dirtyrpgirl: i got my game on..........giggles................ 

tracyb22: wb surf honey didnt know you were back hugggggggggggggggggs. 
dirtyrpgirl: tugging at the front of the tiny skirt...........not letting you see my 
panties.....................wiggling my finger from my left hand..................no no no 

nooooooooooooo....giggles 
tracyb22: giggles watching sissy teasing. 
dirtyrpgirl: then laughs and lifts it quick.......flashing you....................watching trish's eyes 

as she works................. 
tracyb22: looks at Max trying not to notice lmao 
dirtyrpgirl: spiins on my feet and stops with my hiney facing......looking over my shoulder at 

you....my hair in my eyes....................taking two little steps back..............reaching 
back.slapping my hiney with both hands as i laugh....then skips away.............swaying my 

hiney as i blow you a kiss over my shoulder 
tracyb22: mmm such a sexy hiney. 
dirtyrpgirl: runs fast to smurf...my arms pumpin back and forth as i gain speed..................... 

surfking_24: puts my feet down while sitting and gets ready! 
dirtyrpgirl: then falling to my knees i slide to his knees as he sits in his chair 
tracyb22: giggles 

surfking_24: watching that sexiness slide under my lap 
dirtyrpgirl: arching my body back ...leaning back as far as i can.................rolling my 
shoulders to make my breasts push to the tanktop................. 

D r a z: woo hoo dirty  



surfking_24: stares down to your navel.and slowly looks up 
dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands to my thighs..................slowly letting them slide up my 

legs....lifting the front of my skirt higher and higher.........giving you a nice panty shot 
tracyb22: mmmm sexy sissy. 
surfking_24: looking at your thighs, the gap inbetween at the upper parts...seeing those 

perfect legs meeting your panty trim 
dirtyrpgirl: my eyes closing as i just sway to the tune......................my knees open.. the 
heels of my barefeet at my buttcheeks 

johnp64: smiles and yells, wooo hoooo, from across the room watching  
dirtyrpgirl: opening my eyes...i give you an evil grin............. 

Maxillary_Nerve: oh thats trouble lmao  
surfking_24: bites my bottom lip enjoying every inch of your legs 
tracyb22: lmao Max knowing the trouble signs. 

johnp64: he's in trouble, ain't he max 
dirtyrpgirl: jumping to my feet.i step up on your chair..lifting my skirt a push your head 
under it and rub the front of my panty to your face..................waving my arm in the air as 

i count to 8 seconds................................ 
surfking_24: nudges tracy..told ya i'm still awake haha 
dirtyrpgirl: 1 

D r a z: laffssssss dirty  
dirtyrpgirl: 2 
dirtyrpgirl: 3 

dirtyrpgirl: 4 
dirtyrpgirl: 5 
dirtyrpgirl: 6 

dirtyrpgirl: 7 
dirtyrpgirl: 8 
surfking_24: hand around the back of thighs 

surfking_24: and bleeeeep..censored...bleeep haha 
johnp64: lucky bastard, got an 8 second ride 

dirtyrpgirl: wooohooooooooooooooooooooooo jumps back and does the splits on the floor 
in front of you...............smiling at you 
tracyb22: smiles to my sissy 

surfking_24: smiles bright..licking lips 
surfking_24: slowly 
dirtyrpgirl: falling back to my back on the floor as i swirl my legs back and sit up..right leg 

over my left................and stand up.........bending down to kiss your cheek....smiling as i 
ruffle your hair.................and skip away.........blowing you a kiss over my 
shoulder................. 

surfking_24: graps that kiss and plants on my lips..licking both sets to myself...haha 
dirtyrpgirl: skipping to the bar.................letting my butt show from under the skirt.............. 
Maxillary_Nerve: always the skip  

surfking_24: hey max....ya damn skippy! 
tracyb22: she sexy when she skips though Max. 
D r a z: winks at dirty       ........ as she comes over 

tracyb22: the way her hiney bounces. mmm 
tracyb22: oh john my sissy is her own trademark. trust me giggles 

BuckeyeB: hey 
dirtyrpgirl: skids on my feet in front of Draz....................... 
dirtyrpgirl: aint ya babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

johnp64: i'm starting to understand that 
D r a z: woo hoo the fastest girlin town  
dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my hands up and won your chest over your shirt.................... 

dirtyrpgirl: aint no use in trying to slow me downnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn 
tracyb22: giggles 
D r a z: no use at all 

dirtyrpgirl: shimmies down.......till i am squatting at Draz's feet....................... 



D r a z: smiles watching  the hands on my silk shirt 
dirtyrpgirl: giggles at sissy 

D r a z:  grins looking down 
dirtyrpgirl: my hands at your belt buckle as i squat and sway my knees..................... 
dirtyrpgirl: my fingers tucked inside your waistband as i lean back.................................. 

dirtyrpgirl: rocking my body to the tune................letting my hair hang back behind 
me.................... 
D r a z:  smiles watching dirty sway back ................ 

D r a z: looking at dirty .......on fire tonight  
tracyb22: yes she is Draz. 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my right hand fall to the hem of the skirt....pulling up to give you the 
best panty shot..................the moist spot showing prominately.as i buck my hips back 
and forth towards you 

D r a z:  whistles as  i lean back  watching dirty ..........seeing  the wet spot 
....growwwwwwlllllllllssssssssssss 
dirtyrpgirl: rolling my hips till the panty material tucks into the wet outer 

lips............humping as i hold to your belt 
D r a z:  smiles as pulse my hips to  the beat  
blonde_genius: hugs the pulsing hipped Draz 

dirtyrpgirl: jumps uo and spins around.......backing tightly to you as i grab your hands and 
place them on my belly with my hands over yours.........swaying back and forh to your 
body with my butt 

D r a z:  smiles as we sway to  the tune ...........with  my hillbilly bone  
johnp64: hi blonde 
dirtyrpgirl: womnks to sissy as i just shiver 

dirtyrpgirl: bends over now touching my knees as i rub my hiney to that hillbilly 
bone.................hollars heeeeeeee hawwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 
D r a z: smiles as  i feel  those cheeks roll ........hee haw indeed 

dirtyrpgirl: looks over my shoulder..........whispering.......feel free to smack that hiney 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

tracyb22: giggles 
dirtyrpgirl: heehawwwwwwwwwwwwww 
D r a z: smiles as i klook at  the bare cheeks and slllllappppppppppppsssssss  each cheek  

johnp64: lol, gotcha, just feel 24 tonight 
dirtyrpgirl: smiles big as i wiggle my ass back.................. 
dirtyrpgirl: grinding my butt back to your...............pants crease......lol 

surfking_24: sits happily watching 
D r a z: watch my hill billy bone   
tracyb22: so am i surf. giggles. 

surfking_24: winks haha 
dirtyrpgirl: standing and turning to you i wrap my arms around your soulders and kisses 
you passionately 

tracyb22: nothing like watching a nice hiney getting a good slap. mmmmmmmmmm 
johnp64: think she's doing more then watching it Draz 
Maxillary_Nerve: amen tracy!  

D r a z:  we knew it had to come ...............now allafrickinbama  
tracyb22: smiles over to Max. 

dirtyrpgirl: hehee...............umps up on the bar.and screams 
surfking_24: mmm yeah slaps 
dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 

dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 
surfking_24: haha the theme song women 
D r a z:  holds dirty in tight kising and pressing  dirty in .then shouting ........allafricking 

bama  
johnp64: bama 
dirtyrpgirl: bama 

tracyb22: llol surf 



dirtyrpgirl: i said slow down Mister...................... 
D r a z: winks ,.......... allafrickingbama  

dirtyrpgirl: grinding my cooter to your bulge hands on your ass as i scream'alafrikinbama 
dirtyrpgirl: bama 
johnp64: ala ala alafrickinbama 

D r a z: Cooters and Peckers  ....unite  
tracyb22: omggggggggggggg really smh coo oo..nvm lol 
surfking_24: shakeeeeee 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles.......like a hand to a glove...winks 
tracyb22: smh 

dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 
D r a z: alafrickinbama ] 
dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 

dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 
dirtyrpgirl: bama 
dirtyrpgirl: oops...giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 
dirtyrpgirl: alafrickinbama 
tracyb22: lol 

D r a z: alafricking bama  
dirtyrpgirl: bama 
dirtyrpgirl: there it is !!!! 

johnp64: ROLLLLL TIDE 
dirtyrpgirl: kisses Draz...and plops on a stool behind me 
D r a z:  wwooo  hoo .......thought  that wouldwake trish  

D r a z:  wb blonde  
surfking_24: cheeers 
dirtyrpgirl: panting and pulling my hair ina ponytail 

surfking_24: and the crowd goes wilddddddddd 
johnp64: wb blonde 

dirtyrpgirl: blonde !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! hugsssssss n little pecking kissesssssssssssssss 
D r a z:  wwwwwwwoooooo hoooo well done dirty  hugsssssssss 
dirtyrpgirl: ty Draz....... 

tracyb22: Draz will you get my sissy a drink on me please 
D r a z:  `smiles and saves all that 
dirtyrpgirl: figured the guys could use a little special dance.........smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: and hope Max dont get in no trouble !!!! 
surfking_24: loved the knee slide dirty! 
tracyb22: walks over to my sissy. stopping in front of her. running my hand back over her 

hair. 
D r a z: oooooooooooo  blood sweat and tears  
tracyb22: slips a tip into her ummm moves so no one sees where. kisses her. great job 

babes. 

 
 
 
irtyrpgirl: rock me mamma like a wagon wheel...........heyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy mamma 
rock me....................... 
dirtyrpgirl: winks @ draz...rock and roll meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

D r a z: there we go 
dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm dance faster now 
karate820: well i'ld like to be considered a reg 

karate820: more people know me...may be i'll stand a better chance of getting to a pvt 
room 
dirtyrpgirl: i said lord take me downtown......i'm just looking for some tush................. 

dirtyrpgirl: shakes my hiney and spins on my toes. 
dirtyrpgirl: jumps up on the stage 



dirtyrpgirl: dances as i scream ..more .....more...moreeeeeeeeeee.more 
karate820: watches dirty 

karate820: goes over and sits down 
D r a z: watches dirty  up on the stage  ............throws more more more to  dirty 
D r a z:  throws dirty a candy  lolly 

dirtyrpgirl: woohooooooooooooooo Drazzzzzzzzzzzz 
dirtyrpgirl: skips to the pole.catching the candy and peeling the wrapper back 
Maxillary_Nerve: *settles in, watching intently*  

D r a z: you look so much cuter with something   in your mouth  ........you naughty thing  

karate820: hehe..may something bigger than a lolipop   

dirtyrpgirl: chewing on the candy as i bend my right leg and wraps it to the pole.......... 
dirtyrpgirl: giggles and winks at Draz..opening my mluoth to show you the candy.then 

swallows sedustivel.and licks my lips 
D r a z: smileswatcvhing dirtty  wrap  the pole .shakingb her ass 
Maxillary_Nerve: *smiles and sips his coffee* i love coming here  

D r a z:  so much cuter with something in your mouth  
dirtyrpgirl: holding my leg to the pole...i lean way back...............................and way my 
upper torso............. 

D r a z: you shake yourass for anyone ................... 
dirtyrpgirl: stretching my arms up in the air......................... 

D r a z: watches as dirty teases at  the pole  
dirtyrpgirl: drops my leg and spins putting my back to the pole 
dirtyrpgirl: bending over to touch my ankles as i slide my butt up and down the 

pole.............. 
D r a z: wheh she wants it rude ...............she grooves with MR  Bone  
daviddirects: sits back and enjoys watching dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: looking at the little red lace bra i have on as the robe opens 
Maxillary_Nerve: oh my.  
karate820: wow... 

karate820: looks over at draz...umm...would a dollar be appropriate? 
dirtyrpgirl: jerks and stands quickly.................my hands on the belt of the red satin robe 
dirtyrpgirl: my hips sway left to right as i feel my butt rub to the pole................... 

D r a z: smiles as the robe pulls  away  from dirtys  body ........... nothing less  than $20's 
karate820: looks back at dirty...that's fair... 
dirtyrpgirl: letting the long satin belt slide from my waist....................twirlling it in a circle 

as the robe opens....................letting the matching bra and string bikini panties expose 
karate820: very sexy dirty 
D r a z: `whistles as we see  the barely covered dirty  

Maxillary_Nerve: Shifts position in my seat....  
dirtyrpgirl: rolling the robe from my shoulders.............shimmies down the pole at my 

back....................my thighs open........as i slide the robe off completely 
dirtyrpgirl: jumps up and spreads my legs wide and my arms spread in the air above my 
head................... 

D r a z: grins as  as dirty   shows  what shes made of .....literally 
daviddirects: damn..dirty...yessss 
dirtyrpgirl: shaking in just my bra panties...........singin .come on little baby letsssssss call it 

rock n roll 
D r a z: lets  callit rock and roll ........   
dirtyrpgirl: shaking my head left to right vigourishly....letting my hair fly................... 

Maxillary_Nerve: rock and roll!  
karate820: rock it and roll it 
dirtyrpgirl: letting my arms fall back to the pole above my head.......my hands grip it 

tight...asi shuffle my feet in the black 4" stalletto's 
D r a z: we say yeah yeah yeah  
dirtyrpgirl: my hips swaying as i stretch my long body up to the pole..................... 

Maxillary_Nerve: *eyes widen at the sight of the heels, crosses himself*  



dirtyrpgirl: then...i kick both feet above my hips....and grab the pole and hang upside 
down........... 

drifty: get out my 20s and lays them out in front of me 
dirtyrpgirl: my hair hanging down as i inch up the pole....................... 
D r a z: turns  mynhead to the side to look at dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: doing a sit up......i lift my body to the pole................holding myself by my legs 
...my head almost to the ceiling 
dirtyrpgirl: grabbing the pole i kick my legs straight out........................and hump the pole to 

the bass beat 
dirtyrpgirl: my inner thighs opne as my crotch slaps to the pole 

drifty: throws 20s on stage 
Maxillary_Nerve: draz you need one of those machines that can make it rain  
D r a z: laffssss 

dirtyrpgirl: sliding down slowly with my legs stretched out and wide open.....feeling the 
front of the panties slide down and pushing in.............. 
karate820: goes up to the stage and drops a 20 

dirtyrpgirl: dropping my feet and turning my back to the crowd.............pushing my butt 
back as i lean to the pole.............. 
drifty: spins around sees whos throwing 100s on stage  

dirtyrpgirl: wiggles my butt..letting my cheeks start to vibrate as i gyrate my hips..... 
daviddirects: intently watching dirty...absently waving at Kenny 
dirtyrpgirl: kicking my feet back...inch...by inch..pushing my butt out further and further 

D r a z: watches  that butt leaning in .............smiles at the doll thatshakes  it 
dirtyrpgirl: sliding my hands down the pole till they yreach the floor................my round 
hiney in the air.....panties clinging to me 

D r a z: dirty dancing 
dirtyrpgirl: reaching back with my left hand..i run my long fingernail into my 
buttcrack..pushing the panty material in deeper and deeper....making my asscheeks hang 

out more 
dirtyrpgirl: stands up and turns facing the crowd...skipping to the edge of the stage 

dirtyrpgirl: bending over to pick the bills off the floor............ 
D r a z: smiles as we look at dirty bending ....................hard as a rock  
galfr01: nods.. and waves to david and draz... eyes focused on dirty ...  

dirtyrpgirl: standing back up and tucking them in the waistband of my panty....slowly 
lowering the front.....more.....................more....................more 
D r a z: more more more more 

dirtyrpgirl: untill just above my cooter is exposed........................ 

karate820: don't want to miss anything  

dirtyrpgirl: then fingers clenched into the waistband..i tug them up quickly....forming a 
cameltoe...................bucking my hips out and back 

karate820: good...i would be lonely without you  
karate820: wow...goes up and offers dirty another 20 

galfr01: smiles eyes moving over dirty .. whoa.. 
dirtyrpgirl: bending over....swaying my shoulders to make my boobs wiggle as they dangle 
in the bra.............................. 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles at karate.......drops to the floor and lifts my right leg straight up in the 
air...pointing to the tight panty material at my inner thigh.......noding to the beat 
karate820: i smile....slides the 20 along the material 

karate820: teasing 
karate820: slips the 20 just inside the material...letting  most of it hang out 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling at karate ...i close my legs...snapping the bill and rolling over to my belly 
on the stage....................... 
daviddirects: watching dirty move 
karate820: walks back over and sits next to aish 
D r a z: sings  ...........gotta get me some as we look at dirtys  dance  



dirtyrpgirl: sliding with my legs dragging and wide open behind me....................i slap my 
fist to the stage to the beat.............letting my butt cheeks clench 

D r a z: god almight look at  that body  
dirtyrpgirl: rolling back to my backside on the stage...........kicking my right leg out and 
spins on my shoulder as i break dance and stop..............my hands flat to the floor.....my 

legs  stretched out and my butt high in the air 
karate820: well she knows how to get everyone worked up 
D r a z: grins watching dirty as she has us all  thunderstruck  

karate820: wise man say a closed mouth gathers no foot 
dirtyrpgirl: scissoring my legs out...............doing the split......then laying towards the 

floor........................looks at draz...my hair in my eyes.i blow some from my face  
D r a z: stomps my feet  to the beat  
D r a z: winks at  dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: falling back to the stage on my back..my head near the edge of the stage 
dirtyrpgirl: as i kick my legs up and just open and close them 
dirtyrpgirl: letting them fall open and close to the beat................................. 

dirtyrpgirl: then just as the music changes i kick up and jump up ....... 
daviddirects: watching those amazing legs... 
dirtyrpgirl: thudastruck !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11 

dirtyrpgirl: jerking my hips .....out to the left and back in...to the beat................... 
dirtyrpgirl: out to the right  
dirtyrpgirl: thundastruck !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

D r a z: woo yessss  thundastruck# 
aishiaa: slips the tip of the straw between my lips after looking at tim then presses it to the 
roof of my mouth curlling my tongue beneath it and takes a sip 

dirtyrpgirl: skipping back to the pole again....................... 
D r a z:  smiles as i watch dirty  rush  to  the pole again  
dirtyrpgirl: jumps as i get cloeser..........................grabbing it tightly and stretching my body 

out as i spin and spin around it.......................... 
karate820: round and round she goes where she ends no one knows 

dirtyrpgirl: almost floating back to the stage.....................landing on my side............legs 
stretched out.................as i push the air from my eyes 
D r a z: loks at  dirty at  thepole .......................its a long way  to the top  ..............  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles...Draz...............last one !!!!!!!!!!!!. 
D r a z: stomps  my feet as i look at dirty .last one  
aishiaa: moving my fingers back and forth along the length of the straw inching my lips 

down along it 
dirtyrpgirl: stands up........hands on my hips........stancce open 
daviddirects: claps...yesss dirty..beautiful 
D r a z:  gets on the stage standing next to dirty blowing my bagpipes ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.kilt 
swinging ..........  
dirtyrpgirl: as i shimmie down.............swaying my knees.............feeling a breeze at the 

front of my panties as the material sinks in deeper 
karate820: lol 
D r a z: winks up at dirty as she climbs and blows and blows  

dirtyrpgirl: woohooooo Draz....................grabs the bottom of your kilt.....throws it up in the 
air as i peek.............nodding up and down.............. 

karate820: lol 
aishiaa: peeks under the kilt always wondered wht was worn under those 
D r a z:  laffs you looking for my  dirk .....its in my  sock !!!! 

karate820: wow 
dirtyrpgirl: points to aishiaa......NESSIE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
1stSPS: oh damn lol 
D r a z: laffs  
aishiaa: almost steps on ds toes 
1stSPS: toes uh huh babe lol 
dirtyrpgirl: my hips sway left to right as i wonder....can i blow THAT !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 



D r a z:  blowsmy bag pipes ,.swaying side  to side ...................  as nessie  takes off  leading 
me as usual  

aishiaa: id say yes dirty lol 
dirtyrpgirl: reaches under the kilt as the tune rocks the room 
D r a z: blows my bapipes ,you blow what  you like  

1stSPS: damn need a wheel barrow? 
aishiaa: gets d a wheelbarrow 
karate820: wow 

dirtyrpgirl: squeezes to help Draz hi those hi notes !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
aishiaa: maybe line everyone up on their hands and knees and he can just roll nessie out 

like a carpet 
D r a z:   laffs and eyes water 
D r a z: leads dirty off the stage 

dirtyrpgirl: jumps up and hugs Drazzzzzzzzzzzz 
D r a z:  singing crazy like  you 
karate820: very well done dirty 

dirtyrpgirl: grabing my robe i skip behind him and jump on his shoulders as he stands off 
the stage 
dirtyrpgirl: running the back of Draz's neck with my wet panties as i raise my arms iin the 

air....him carrying me to the bar on his shoulders 
D r a z:  helps  dirty off  to  the bar   and plops her down  ............ from my shoulders  
D r a z: wow nicewet neck 

D r a z:  crazy like you  
dirtyrpgirl: smiling as i kiss your cheek.....thank for the ride....womnks 
D r a z:  hahahah 

dirtyrpgirl: crazyyyyyyyyy like meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
dirtyrpgirl: jumps ont a stool and puts my robe back on 
1stSPS: hi trish 

D r a z:  kisses dirty on the cheeks as and give  her a great big hug ...................thanks  you 
for livening   the palce up again  

daviddirects: hello Trisha..hugssss 
dirtyrpgirl: my pleasure Draz.....smiles...and pulls my hair back into a ponytail....whew...it's 
hot up in here 

D r a z:  jumos over  the bar and gets dirty a cold water  fromthe cooler 
karate820: more like a cold shower 
trisha_29: grins 

dirtyrpgirl: whew...........that was a long dance...didnt think you was ever gonna let me stop 
Draz....womnks 
D r a z:  lafsssssss  dirty .......... womnks  

trisha_29: lol i got orders that im to dance alot more in here .......lmaooooooo 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


